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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
PARTICIPANTS:

Yigal Allon, Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs of Israel
.Simcha Dinitz, Am.bassador of Israel
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
and Assistant 'to the President
for National Security Affairs
Lt. Gen. Brent Scowcroft, Deputy Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE AND TIME:

Friday - January 17, 1975
10:00 a •.m.

PLACE:

The Vice President's Office
Old Executive Office Building

[The press was admitted for photographs. There was light conversation
about their meeting the previous Tuesday night at the concert and reception
given by the Israelis at the Kennedy Center. The Vice President and
Minister Allon recalled their meeting during the Minister's previous visit
to Washington. There was light banter about A:rnb. Dinitz. All agreed he
was a good Ambassador. Minister Allon noted that he was one of the
youngest. The press departed].
Allon: When I saw President Ford as Vice President [in early August]
was it here?
Scowcroft: Yes, it was.
Dinitz: Dayan saw him on his first day as Vice President and you saw him.
on his last day.
Allon: We have in a way similar positions.
Vice President: Except that you have an operating responsibility. As a
nlatter of fact, I ran a study for lke on how to utilize the Vice President,
when I was his assistant. Our study decided there was no way to do it!
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Allon:
When I met Vice President Ford last summer, to my surprise
he was well briefed on the Middle East. It was not just a courtesy call.
I felt already I was speaking to a President.
I spoke to him again last month -- it was pleasant, but it was a
little tough because he thought our proposals were slim. Yesterday
not only was he briefed beyond what a President should be expected to
be, but his mind was working and he was dealing with issues he didn't
know before-hand would come up.
I feel now that we should move with a visit by Henry to the ar ea.
Without that, the negotiation will be sterile. Each side will just stick
to his position. I know there is some risk to Henry's prestige and
Anlerica's prestige when he comes out, but it is the only way.
Vice President: It1s beyond prestige. We are down to the wire now,
here and in the world. You saw the Broder article in the paper [Tab A]
on power and the use of power. We have a situation of virtual anarchy here
and even the liberals are beginning to realize that. So prestige isn't the
issue. You know how devoted I am to Henry. Everyone here is. Arthur
Burns said h.e's a genius. Henryt s· great ability is his strategic grasp
and his ability to go to the heart of the problem.
Allon: If he had been Secretary of State during World War II, the world
would be very different now.
Vice President: I mention prestige only because I think Henry is for
all of us. I am impressed by the way you described President Ford. I
do not know him well, but I am terribly impressed with his gro'l:lp~" his
willingness to listen, his perception•. I am proud to be a silent partner..
Allon: Don't underestimate yourself. I remember your remarks a while
back on energy and how to respond•. 1 report'ed back to Israel your deep
grasp of the issues. So was President Fordts State of the Union speech;
I was very impressed by it.
.
Vice President: But unless we can get hold of the situation, we will fall
into the anarchy that Broder described. I sat through Roy Ash's briefing
on the budget and the social programs. We always thought we had money
for everything. But we face bankruptcy. This is the most serious problem.
at home. We are in a critical wartime situation and we need the powers a
President needs in a war. I say this because the issues are beyond prestige.
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If we are very goo d we may be able to pull through.

If not, the
democracies may not be able to survive. The speed of changes, the
discontinuities are unprecedented today. This is a new situation. That's
why I wanted to come down here to help the President and help Henry as
a junior pa. rtner. I hope to help on the domestic side without creating
problems.

What you have done at home is good.
Allon:

We have a tough economic situation.

Vice President:

But you have taken courageous steps.
f

Dinitz: In the coming years domestic and foreign policies will become
closer together. You will either master the situation or become the
dependency of Abu Dhabi. The U. S. is a superpower, but we are as
vulnerable as we never anticipated.
Allon: I think you are getting hold of it, as the President's speech indicated.
Vice President: George Woods said that crises always have to get serious
for democracies to act. It is a crisis for the executive now, but I am not
sure it is yet for Congress. What they have been doing in foreign policy
is unbelievable. But back to Henry•••••
Allon: The rising oil prices have nothing to do with Arab-Israeli conflict.
It is an economic issue.
Vice President: I would agree partly. Iran had its own develo.,pment
program. and Venezuela and we may have benefited unfairly from cheap
oil. But the October war solidified OPEC.
Allon: But when the Shah was asked aoout it, he said oil is business,· not
politics. The embargo did harm, but the prices did not. Italy, who
goes out of its way to plea. se the Arabs, is weak. Germany. which is
tougher, gets the petrodollars. It's economic, not political.
Vice President: But we can't kid ourselves. The use of oil can be
politicized just as the embargo was. This crisis can give them control
not just over oil, but finance.
Allon: But when they make a long-term investment, they have to be
careful or they will jeopardize their own economic position.
b •.,
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Vice President: They don't think in such long-range terms. And there's
another thing: We don1t control the seas everywhere. The Soviet Union
is now in a position to interdict the essential supplies we need. The
supertankers are sitting ducks for attack from hundreds of miles away.
Allon: The Soviet Union knows the balance of terror paralyzes strategic
war; so they have gone back to the concept of control 0 f the seas as a way
to extend their influence.
Vice President:

I completely agree.

Allan: They have an advantage now because their navy is new, but when
you get going, yours, in time, will far outclass them.
Dinitz: And I think the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf will be critical
and therefore you shouldn't want us to leave Sharm el-Sheikh.
Allan; There are two strategic straits controlling the Red Sea. Sharm
el-Sheikh and Bab el-Mandeb. If we control Sharm el-Sheikh we can
interfere with their routes if they try to close off Bab el-Mandeb.
Vice President: . But we can1t force new realities from the status quo
and that is why Kiss hlger is so important. I know the tunnoil your
government is going through. As a politician I understand it.
Allan: We listen politely to Alnericans. In '49 we were forced back
from the Northern Sinai in exchange for vague assurances which led to
war in 1956. In '56 we left the Sinai in exchange for nothing, on U. S.
advice. The Russians got the credit because Egypt thought the U. S.
acted because of Soviet pressure. Kissinger and Ford are different
[from Eisenhower], but this fear is deep within us. Vie trust all three
of you.
I think we know the Arabs better, and I think it's possible to get m~re
than can be judged from the first reaction. ]11 s good Semetic bargaining.
tactics.
We may not get all we want, but we need to get things moving.
Vice President:

I think that is essential.

Allan: But Israel must get in return for a withdrawl something which will
satisfy its people. Israel must not look as if she is being pushed into a
corner.
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Vice President: We are partners in this and partners don't pressure
each other. Our only concern is that the partnership may not remain
close enough to generate common positions and common understandings.
Allon: I told Henry that once I feel under pressure, I cease to negotiate.
Dinitz:

We know it isn't so, but it must not appear so.

[Dr. Kissinger arrives]
Vice President: What worries me about the U. S. is that we will get in
some abstract professorial types who will m ERn well in the abstract
sense, but will be disastrous in the real world.
Allon: I don't feel pressure. We know what you want. Once Henry begins
to move, it will work out. It is impossible to know beforehand what
is obtainable. It is time to move to the practical phase. He should come
to the area, first to Jerusalem, then to Cairo •••••
Vice'President: If you can get unofficially the support of you and the
two other important people [Rabin and Peres] that is the thing.
Kissinger: But if we can get what you want, then it is easy. But you
must think about the alternatives if we can't get what you want.
Allon: Before saying bood-bye, let me mention the Chase-Manhattan
Bank matter.
Vice President: My brother says he doesn't see how, with the number of
loans domestically under water, that he can extend more credit.
Allon: It would be nice if he could arrange $150 million when he visits
Israel, because the other banks are waiting to see what Chase does.
Vice President: I can't really get into the family business. We have
a banking liquidity problem here. If they call some of the loans, we
would have a collapse.
Allon: What should we say now to the press?
conference before I go.

I'm having a press

Kissinger: You can say you have invited me, that I have accepted in
principle, with the date to be worked out.
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Vice President: Without Henry here, the possibility of developing
cohesiveness in the West would be very small.
Allon: Henry told me all about you in 1957, when I was at Harvard
in his Seminar. Why don1t you come to Israel?
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What we have not yet done is to rac- i
ognize how effective--that new mandate '
has been-and what its consequencell i
are likely to entaiL Mr. Ford's reaction J\
to the excesses of his pre<ieceSl>or's
concentration of power is to decentral
ize decision-making in his 'administra-.
tion, to downgrade the. size and the',
role 01 the. White House staff, and to
delegate decision-making to the depart- j
ments and agencies. Whether ..that
helps or hinders effective policym~~ J,
iog remains to be seen..
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The entire thrust of·· the 'reforn~J;;f: .
forts in the House (as in ,the Dem~ I'
cratic Party from which its majority is
drawn) is to diffuse power <Ul equally
as possible among the neWcomer!! and
the veteraD! in the legislative-political
game.
"':':
All of this has hap~ed so qui«!~'
that the literature and rhetoric~ of
American politics has been outdatedj
by events. In the public mind, the i
"enemy", is still the political.. bo&s", lihe
arbitrary, chainitan, the iron-willed,
leader, ,the imperial President-allof'
whom bave either vanished from -the
scene or are being given the· bum's
rush out the front d o o r " ' ~.

'j

It is not just CQincldence--a quirk of
history-that neither the President nor
the Vice President can claim a popular
mandate and. that the Speaker of, .the
House and the Ma,lorityLeader of~
Senate are so terrihly ten$ative abOull
exercising the manadate voted th~m
by their fellow-legislators:, .
_.

I

That Gfl-ald Ford·re'ieeta COJilpa,risons
with Franklin Roosevelt; despite Moo
day's "fireside- ebat"; that Carl' Albert j
he will
another Joe j
Cannon; and that .Mike Mansfield' re- .
fuses to run the Senate as his ~~ [.
. I()r, Lyndon Jolm.IIo!t. didl-all this saYIl
SOOletbing, not, just about those men,!

l'!e"f'e!"'beeome

OO:v:: ~ys;'~~~:he'dG~ant I

.' ethic in America today is anti-authot:- .
. tty. Most of us nP'e' CODeluded that the
'only way to "keep the big boys honest",'
is to chop down their.power. 'And, as a
'. result, we haft prodaeed a set of lead
, en whose .cOmmon. characteristic
seems to be a deadly aversion to the
risks and responsibilities of wielding
,
power.

I

, In this, they are true representattvet I
of the Amencanpeopie. For we have I
come to feel over the past decade' that I
Iltrong leadership is likely to be wrong
leadersbip~ What" ~:teeaU· getting
from our last two powerful Cbi(!f ~ '/
utives is swollen go,erDlllel.r( infla
tion, Vietnam andWatergate.....aud. WIt

I
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Mike :'\Iansfield. a body where every '.•1'.
subcommittee chairman is a king, a
place whi'Ch encourages political dile.....
tantism and the philosophy of "do your
own thing," The cost in legislative' i
produ~tivity is high"
'I",
The House, which chafed under the· ,
control of Sam RaybUrn and of< ttl.
committee barons who divided power \
after his death. now is in full rebellion
against its remaining power-wielderS',;.' .

j
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years under the benign stewardship .of

1

" .,,"

want no-mcmtoftbat:,

~.

The Senate is what ithas been for'14: :{

All the work of tile year begins in
Washington. th& most self.evident and
the most significant taet ~ut tbe~ na
tional government.is theweakness~Qi
its leadership .. What is not. sowelHlIf
. derstood is that .this weakneSS-With
aU its fateful implications for the ahil
ity of the government to copewith'the
challenges facing. th.is. society-is 'nbt
simply the result of historical aecideI]..1:
It is the dlreet -byproduct of th~nea.
tive attitudes. toward the exercise.i)f
power that. now . dominate American

says

I
\

j

Power

thinking.,'

. So, we have by our vo1.es WI/wed
power and responsibility between.. a
Congress of one party and an execu·
tive of the opposite party, and then
given to each branch a ~0!ltic~L m",n~
date to diffuse and subdivlde lts own
quotient of that government power.

I
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The real enemY in Washington today
is not arbitrary powerhnt anareby.
The real question is whether there i.
sufficient leverage left for anyone to
lead; whether anybody can truthfu~y
be said to he minding the store. . , ....:
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Washington today is dominated'.",
Its freshmen-the new President and
Vice President, the 103 first-term rep.
resentatives and senators. They are' a
talented group, 'but they will need all'
of their talent-and some luek-to
meet the challenge ahead,
. -""".. ,
Beginning thls week. th;' will'.$.
measured, not against the fading pUb
lic memory of the "tyrants" they reo
placed, but against ·the urgent public
concern with the problems that reo
main. Those problems--the economy, .
energy squeeze, and the shifting international balance-require· " powel'!;;d
remedies. And the fresimteJr·wbo l:&
fleet America's flight from p9Wer now
must find the means to harneu. polM'r
for the work that ia athand.. :;~';"'"1'_ '
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